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                                        The pull furnaces, which form the basis of modern laboratories, are used for the realization of sensitive tests, but can also be used to remove potentially dangerous aesols. The furnaces are the device that assigns harmful air to the outdoors with an evacuation system that can remove gases such as acid vapor and heat process aroma secession during operation. Special...
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                                        Air Conditioning Device

                                    

                                    
                                        MIT Test Cabinets are built to stimulate real climatic conditions by controlling temperature, humidity, day and night light cycles. The temperature and humidity control range of MIT Test Cabinets ensures many tests in different industries. However, stability, artificial aging, storage and shelf life tests can be easily performed. The perfect design of the device ensur...
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                                        Plant Growing Cabinet

                                    

                                    
                                        Plant Enlargement Cabin; developed to stimulate real climate conditions by controlling temperature, humidity and light cycles during the night-day. Excellent design of the device, MBB Series; It is used in studies such as plant growth, seed formatting, cultivation of plants to new climatic conditions, production of cell and tissue culture, genetic research of plants, ...
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                                        Shaking Water Bath

                                    

                                    
                                        Tinted water baths used as a basic device in laboratories are used in studies such as tissue culture and bacterial incubation. Temperature working limits can be adjusted between +5°C / 100°C, allowing the samples to churn over different sizes of melting, flask and tubes. Thanks to the spring system in the shaking basket in the used volume, melts of different ...
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                                        Blood Storage Cabinet

                                    

                                    
                                        The outer surface of the cabinet is made of rust-resistant electrostatic dyed galvanized sheet and inner surface of stainless sheet material. The cabinet door is double layer heat glazed, lockable and magnetic seal. This allows stock tracking. Heat distribution is provided equally with the reinforced fan system in the cabinet. It also works quietly and without tremor...
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                                        Chemical Storage Cabinet

                                    

                                    
                                        The chemical and solvents in the laboratory release toxic gas over time, even if they are in closed containers. This has very harmful consequences for users. Such chemicals should be stored in special cabinets in terms of laboratory standards and occupational safety. It plays an important role in applications made in chemicals and microbiological laboratories. The ch...
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                                        Kit Storage Cabinet

                                    

                                    
                                        Kit Storage Cabinets ensure that with a wide programmable temperature range and advanced alarm systems, drugs, vaccines, pharmacological and medical products are safely stored in ideal environments. The outer surface of the cabinet is made of rust-resistant electrostatic dyed galvanized sheet and inner surface of stainless sheet material. The cabinet door is double l...
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                                        Dry Air Sterilizer

                                    

                                    
                                        The MST series is designed for use in dry air sterilizers, research and industrial laboratories, sterilization, drying, heating, heat treatment and long-term stability testing applications. They provide very good temperature control for homogeneous heat distribution and stable temperature. Precise and constant temperatures are achieved thanks to the fan circulation s...
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                                        Drying Oven

                                    

                                    
                                        The MKD Series Drying Furnace is designed for routine heating and drying. They offer good insulation with their reasonable prices and high capacities. MKD Series Drying Furnaces provide ideal sterilization, drying and heating conditions. Thanks to the high insulation and PID microprocessor control system in the devices, very good temperature distribution and stabilit...
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                                        Ash Oven (Muffle Furnace)

                                    

                                    
                                        The MKF Series has the ideal design for applications of different sectors such as metal, ceramic and food industry, jewellery and dentistry with high temperature furnaces for general purpose, maximum operating temperatures of 1100 °C. The cell of the MKF Series furnaces is made of vacuumed fiber plates and fire brick. The chimney is standard for the discharge of ...
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                                        Orbital Shaker

                                    

                                    
                                        It is used in the quality control and research laboratories of food, pharmaceutical, paint industries to process homogeneous churning of liquids in glass containers with different shapes and volumes. In laboratory experiments, it is suitable for homogeneous agitation of liquids in glass containers of different shapes and volumes. The melting, balloon and similar cont...
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                                        It is an electronically controlled magnetic locked special box that provides material transition between clean in-room and outside. It was designed by microtest. When one cover is open, the other cover is locked. Ergonomic, easily available with one hand.. It is designed and manufactured in sizes and functions that are suitable for project requirements. Pass boxes ca...
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                                        PCR Cabinet

                                    

                                    
                                        PCR Working Cabinets Are working stations used to prevent the contamination of reaction material with foreign DNA/RNA in molecular biological studies with nucleic acids. In addition to protecting material against ambient air currents as a physical barrier, decontamination of biological materials in the working cabinet is provided before and after application of biolo...
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                                        Refrigerated Circulator

                                    

                                    
                                        Models with external circulation designed for applications requiring high cooling capacity. Stabilizes the need for fluid fluidated at the desired temperature value. It's a non-toxic eco-friendly technology. Liquid (water, alcohol, antifreeze ,etc.) in the bathroom is sent to different devices or cells with external liquid circulation pump. Where it goes, the heat is...
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                                        Water Bath

                                    

                                    
                                        MSB Series water baths provide excellent temperature sensitivity and distribution compared to devices in this class with programmable microprocessor control systems and three-storey insulation stored under simple exterior designs. Devices have a digital indicator so that time and temperature settings can be monitored. The water inside the tank can be easily emptied w...
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                                        Water Distiller

                                    

                                    
                                        Water Distillation Devices are widely used in many laboratories, hospitals, dialysis centers in different sectors, many businesses and workshops with high distillery pure water needs such as medical, chemical and cosmetics. All surfaces in contact with water and steam are made of stainless material. Protected against empty boiling boiler and water outage. Provides h...
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                                        Soil and Plant Grinding Mill

                                    

                                    
                                        The sample preparation type depends on the requirements in the analysis to be performed. Therefore, it is important to make the correct grind ing for that analysis. It is a device designed to break or grind products such as plants, pulses, wood, wood, stone, soil, glass etc. suitable for laboratory use. Chemical products, coal, coke, pharmaceutical, feed granules, ...
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                                        Ultrasonic Water Bath

                                    

                                    
                                        MICROTEST Ultrasonic washers operate with 220 V. 50-60 Hz AC. As well as produced in standard tank capacities, washing machines with the desired volume of tanks can also be produced. In fact, large volume tanks, pools (Probe) models are available on production platforms. The body and bathtub (boiler) are made of stainless steel (EN 1.4301/AISI 304). Ultrasonic energ...
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                                        Vacuum Oven

                                    

                                    
                                        Precise Digital PID controller and excellent design that provides precise temperature... Open/ Closed standby, high temperature protection, automatic opening functions are one of the indispensable equipment sits in your laboratory. They provide very good temperature control for homogeneous heat distribution and stable temperatures. Precise and constant temperatures a...
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                                        Oil Tahini (Soxhlet) Device

                                    

                                    
                                        Soxhlet Device; Fast extraction systems of 2-to-4, 4-6 run completely automatically and can be operated safely without supervision. Just plug in the extraction container and let it work. The control software monitors and logs all process and device data. Extraction procedures in your lab are always transparent, documented and monitorable. The possibility of working...
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                                        Hot Plate

                                    

                                    
                                        The heater plate, a basic laboratory device, is offered by our company in laboratories of two different size textile, medicine, food, pharmaceuticals, chemistry and similar sectors. Devices are used in laboratories to heat or boil liquids in containers at varying temperatures from +10 °C to 300 °C. The heat control of the device is carried out by analog therm...
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                                        Nitrogen Protein Device

                                    

                                    
                                        Kjeldahl management; it is a proven effective method used in many areas in food production, animal feed production and control in environmental analyses. Global competency centers around the world are part of the after-sales support service. If you need help with nitrogen and protein determination, microtest laboratory devices that are experienced in these devices wi...
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                        About Us

                        
                                                          Founded in 2007, Mikrotest is one of the leading companies in the field of laboratory equipment production, which has achieved great success in a short time, and has registered its success in the sector with its young staff. Mikrotest is one of the pioneers of the sector with its 2 companies and 20 employees. Mikrotest has adopted the principles such as machine park ...
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